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. Aesop. Æsopi Phrygis, Et aliorum fabulæ…Iconibus in gratiam studiosæ
iuuentutis illustræ. Salò, Heirs of A. Comincioli . mo. , []p.
  -  , th century historiated
woodcut P as title vignette.
th century patterned boards (worn, spine chipped), edges sprinkled
red.
$.
A delightful Aesop for school use, printed on the shores of Lago di Garda with
contributions by Valla, Barlandus, Poliziano and Crinitus. The British Library has
three pre- Salò imprints. I have located only one other example. Cheap
paper, lively cuts, nice condition, rare.
Spini, Le ediz. bresciane del Seicento  (Verona); not in Hoﬀmann.

                               
. Agapetus, Diaconus. Agapeti; Luciani; Cebetis Herrn/ Hoﬀ/ HaussTaﬀell: Hohes und Nidriges standes personen…in einem spiegel…
zubeschawen. Bremen, T. de Villiers . to. [xxiv], p. &      —  ( )   
  ( x  mm. &  x  mm.), woodcut ornaments.
Contemporary vellum backed red pastepaper over soft paper boards
(worn, defective), paper panels alike with triple blind ruled outer border
& silver-gilt daisies in corners & center.
See facing page.
$.
Presentation Copy. Only Edition of Nicolaus Glaser’s translations of three
Greek texts. The first two, a Byzantine and a Roman Mirror of Princes, are rendered
in verse. The third, a Platonic Mirror of Man in prose, interprets an allegorical
painting (or Table) in the Athenian temple of Cronus. Dated  July , ’
 -        
 . In good condition (light browning, a fold of the larger cut repaired
with minor loss, one blank margin strengthened), bookplate of Killheﬀer.
Hoﬀmann I:  & II:  & I: ; Krumbacher, Gesch. d. byzant. Lit. I: -;
Fabricius, Bib. gr. VIII:  & II: .

              -     
. Andrés, Juan. Dell’Origine E Delle Vicende Dell’Arte D’Insegnar A Parlare Ai Sordi Muti Lettera. Venice, G.A. Foglierini . vo. , [ blank]p.
Original blue/gray paper over soft paper boards, partly uncut. $.
?First Edition:     - . It considers
writers and techniques from Bonet to L’Épée and quickly appeared in Spanish.
No printing is in Wellcome or Blake; one copy located by NUC Supplement
(MoSW). In excellent condition (pp. - in duplicate).
Guyot, Liste…les sourds-muets ; Sommervogel-deBacker I: ,; Palau .
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. Anweisung zur Verfertigung der Stärke…beschrieben. Leipzig, F.L.
Supprian . vo. [ii], , [], [ blank]p.
Contemporary tan boards (spine worn).
$.
Only Edition, on the chemical production of size and its use in textile manufacture. This details every step in the process from selecting and processing raw
materials to     . Notes discuss seasonal ﬂuctuation in retail prices, reclaiming proﬁts from spent grain, alternative sources
(potatoes…), conditions in Spain, England, etc.    
  ,   . Not in NUC, OCLC or Garçon’s
exhaustive Rép. général…des industries tinctoriales. In good condition, signature
of Godefuln on title dated .
Jägerschmid, Abhandlung über…der weissen Stärke ,.

                              
. Ars moriendi. Tractatus de arte bene viuendi beneq[ue] moriendi. Paris,
Guy Marchant  July . vo ( x  mm.). [iv], []p. Gothic type (
text, ? headings),  lines per page,  -  ( x
 mm. &  x  mm.),      
(Polain, Marques a).
       
(restored), panels alike with a daisy bouquet outer border, gilt ruled central rectangle with three vertical rows of a smaller daisy tool, plain edges.
With:
?Nicolaus de Lyra. Preceptorium de lira. [Paris, Pierre Levet for himself &
Michel Le Noir between .IIX. & .VII.]. vo. [xiv], []p.
Gothic type ( text, ? &  headings),  lines per page. $.
See outside front cover.
Ad I: This book of consolation for the dying oﬀers dogma, prayers, four
poems and two prose meditations. Six other copies are known, of which three are
defective. In ﬁne condition, a dozen scattered uncut lower margins, bookplate of
the Bibliotheca Hermetica Philosophica.
ISTC in (England  exx. ( def.), France  ( def., lacking cuts), Italy 
(def., lacking cut)); HC  (no mention of cut on av); GW  (no mention
of cut on av, minor textual variants); CIBN A- (-ﬀ. both with cuts, minor
text variants); IGI VI: -A; Pellechet .
Ad II: Pro instructione simplicium begins the Wolfenbüttel manuscript ():
“       ”(Stroick). This explanation of the Ten Commandments had broad popularity in Latin, Low German
and Dutch to the early th century. It was attributed to Heinrich von Freimar (d.
) in mss. and to Nicolaus de Lyra (d. ) in print. The BN ﬀ. fragment
bears Le Noir’s device in a state that dates the edition. ISTC records four copies
including this. In ﬁne condition, a half dozen deckle edges.
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ISTC in (France  exx. ( def.), Italy ); CIBN N-; IGI  & Tav.
XXXV; Pellechet  (); Stroick, H.v.F. Leben, Werke - B.II.; see
Zumkeller’s Mss. v. Werken d. Autoren d. Augustiner-Eremitenordens .

   
. Benoist, Françoise Albine. Élisabeth, Roman. Amsterdam [?=
Geneva], Arkstée & Merkus . Four parts in one vol. vo. [iv], p.
& [iv], p. & [iv], p. & [iv], p. Main & three divisional titles in
ﬂeuron borders.
Contemporary ?Swiss half sheep & sprinkled tan paper boards, ﬂat
spine & orange paper label gilt (minor repair to one hinge), edges sprinkled red.
$.
This novel’s  letters between Mme. Albi and Elisabeth narrate the exquisitely personal pangs of love. In this novel virtue leads women astray as readily as
vice. Benoist wrote for a living. Previously undescribed edition issued the year of
the ﬁrst.
See Cioranescu  & Martin, Mylne & Frautschi’s Bib. du genre romanesque
.; Stewart, Gynographs .

                   
. Bèze, Théodore de. Prieres Ordinaires Des Soldatz…Zvvey Schone Gebet
Welche Die Soldaten…sprechen. [Orléans, É. Gibier] . to. []p.
Paper spine reinforcement.
$.
First Edition:   “”  produced during the French Civil
Wars. The prince de Condé commissioned these Calvinist prayers for use by his
own French troops and by the German soldiers supplied him by the Landgrave of
Hesse in the autumn of , prior to the struggle at Dreux. Not in NUC. In good
condition.
Desgraves, É. Gibier ; I.A. .; see Rép. bib. des livres impr. en France au XVIe
: ,.

“          
       .   ”
— 
. Boccaccio, Giovanni. Ein gar schone newe hystori der hochen lieb des
koniglichen fursten Florio: und von seiner lieben Bianceﬀora…Mit schonen
ﬁguren. Metz, Caspar Hochfeder  August . Folio ( x  mm.).
[iv], cxxvi leaves. Gothic type (,  for title & headings), double column,  lines per page, -   (/ x  mm.) 
       .
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Ninety-six illustrations from eighty-nine blocks. No. 8.

       ,
leather panels alike with outer border of a foliage & rod tool, ruled outer
& inner rectangles, repetitions of a Tudor rose (Kyriss shop ) ﬁll the
center (spine & panels defective with some loss, one front cord broken),
one chased brass catch (of two).
$.
See inside front cover and facing page.
    of child love between unequals (Christian and
pagan) turns on a magic sapphire and has roots in the mid-th century. The
anonymous German translator tailored Boccaccio’s version, Il ﬁlocolo, “’
      ”,       (Tacconelli).
Hochfeder commissioned the ninety-three woodblocks before leaving Nürnberg. He issued the Florio immediately upon arriving at Metz () to such success that within a year he reset the work in two columns. Shortly thereafter he
disposed of the cuts and by  had removed to Cracow.  
        . “
    und namentlich als Landschaftsbilder von
Interesse. Die Perspektive ist richtig, die Schraﬃerungen sind fein durchgeführt,
die Personen gut gezeichnet” (Mutter -).    “
”. They have stylistic connections to the  Schatzbehalter, the Ritter vom Turm and Lyon Terence (both of ) and  Lübeck Bible.
To my knowledge, two examples of this printing have changed hands since
 ( auction of the Penrose-Sexton ex. lacking ﬀ. and the  BadenWürttemberg private purchase from Donaueschingen of Inc. ). The  edition is equally difficult (P. Hofer gift to Houghton Library and Donaueschingen
Inc.  to Baden-Württemberg).
In original condition, title trimmed at top and bottom (loss on verso of  lines
of register per column), blank upper margin of one leaf excised shaving three
words, a dozen minor tears (two longer, no loss, one blank corner gone), scattered stains, foxing and handsoiling; early signature of Gorgonius on front board
with an outline drawing of a chalice in ink.
Hain *; Schreiber ; ISTC ib ( exx.,  def.); GW ; Goﬀ B
(EHLS -ﬀ.); BMC III: ; BSB-Ink B- (-ﬀ., a d f. partly in ms.); Vekene, K.
Hochfeder ; Muther, Deut. Bücherillus. d. Gothik u. d. Renaissance ,-;
Stadler, Michael Wolgemut .
Gotzkowsky, “Volksbücher”…Bib. d. deut. Drucke I: ,; Enzykl. d. Märchens :
-; Tacconelli, “La leggenda di Florio e Bianciﬁore: dal ‘Filocolo’ boccacciano
als ‘Volksbuch’ tedesco del ” in Berichte im Auftrag der International. Arbeitsgemeinschaft f. Forschung z. rom. Volksbuch ed. Karlinger () - (spot on
study); Hayn-Gotendorf II: - after ex. in Rosenthal’s Bib. magica  “Kostbare Ausgabe von der größten Seltenheit” (-ﬀ.).

  
. Boscovich, Ruggero Giuseppe. Dissertatio De Inæqualitate Gravitatis
In Diversis Terræ Locis. Vienna, L.J. Kaliwoda . vo. [ii blank], [vi],
p. &   .
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Contemporary mottled sheep, spine gilt (crown repaired, lacks label),
red edges.
With:
Mariotte, Edme. Tractatus De Motu Aquarum. Vienna, J.J. Kürner &
Maria Theresa Voigtin -. Two vols. vo. [iix], , []p. & [iv], ,
[]p. &    .
With:
Gundl, Joseph. Introductio Facilis In Doctrinam De Motu. Vienna, L.J.
Kaliwoda . Two parts in one vol. vo. [ii], , [], -p. & 
  .
With:
Frölich, Erasmus. De Figura Telluris Dialogus. Vienna, L.J. Kaliwoda .
Two parts in one vol. vo. [ii], p. & [ii],  [r. ]p. &  
  & two folding tables.
With:
Andrian, Charles. Corollaria Curiosa Ex Catoptrico Dioptricis Collecta
Principiis. Vienna, L.J. Kaliwoda . vo. [ii], p.
$.
Ad I-V: Scientiﬁc works by Viennese Jesuit degree candidates. In three cases
(III-V) two or more students saw the text into print. A lone copy of one title is in
NUC (II) and one other in OCLC (IV).
Ad I: Second Edition. One of Boscovich’s ﬁrst publications, it centers on Newton, Galileo, Huygens, Bernoulli, Halley and Cassini. Edited by F. Gindhör.
Sommervogel-deBacker I: , & III: ,; see Riccardi, Bib. matem. I(): ,.
Ad II: Only Latin Edition of this classic of hydrodynamics, geology, meteorology and statics.          
. “Mariotte’s Paradox” and “Mariotte’s Bottle” are explained here.
Translated by F. Höller.
Ward & Carozzi, Geology Emerging ; Sommervogel-deBacker IV: ,; see
Trent & Roberts’ Bib. Mech.  & Rouse’s Historic Writings on Hydraulics -.
Ad III: Only Edition of this introduction to mechanics. Part One by Gundl in
May, Part Two by Kéri in July.
Sommervogel-deBacker III: , & IV: ,.
Ad IV: First Edition: the history of scientiﬁc geography and hydrography to
the Enlightenment. Part One by Focky, Part Two by Carl.
Sommervogel-deBacker III: , & III: , & II: ,.
Ad V: Second Edition —  , , , , , crystal globes and crystals in clocks. Edited by J. Kößler.
Sommervogel-deBacker I: , & IV: ,.

                           
      
. Brunand, Claudine. La Vie De…Sainte Terese…En Figures. Grenoble,
L. Gilibert . vo. Etched frontis., [xii], , [], [ blank]p. &      .
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Early th century marbled sheep (rubbed, original repair to rear
panel), spine & green morocco label gilt, red edges.
$.
          , which
recounts St. Teresa’s (-) raptures, visions, profound prayer and reform of
the Carmelite Order in Spain.     
 ,               . The Discalced Carmelites of Grenoble
held the privilege (.I.) for Brunand’s pictures and her prose. A nice copy,
short ms. note in German on front ﬂyleaf dated .VI..
Maignien, L’impr. à Grenoble ; see Rép. bib. des livres impr. en France aux XVIIe
: , & BN Inven. du fonds français…XVIIe II: ,-.

“                                          ” —           
. Büchsenmeisterei. Büchsenmeysterei. Von Geschoß/ Büchsen/ Puluer/
Salpeter vnd Feuerwerck. Strassburg, C. Egenolﬀ . to. [ii], []p.
          
 ( x  mm.; Nagler : ).
Mid-th century vellum over boards.
See title-page.
$.
        , its
ingredients, methods of manufacture and uses, including  
 .        “
   ”       —
particularly granulated (or corned) which shaped the development of small arms
into the th century (Hall). It treats ﬁre arrows, ﬁreballs, ﬂare shells for night
ﬁring, self-igniting red or white powder, time fuses, nitric acid, concentrated sulfuric acid and liquid propellant: “the fundamentals from which modern powder
technology grew. The Firework Book represents an historical turning point”
(Kramer). This contains       
   . With its tips on ﬁring particular guns and
methods of shooting, Jähns considers it     .
It guided English and French gunsmithing practice (Hassenstein) and served
Biringuccio (Johannsen).“Literally read to pieces by gunners and makers of
salpetre and gunpowder” (Weil), all nine th century editions were issued by
Egenolﬀ or his heirs. Of this first printing one copy is recorded in American
libraries (Yale, lacking title). In excellent condition (lone worm hole, calligraphic
initial on title shaved), a half dozen lower margins uncut, from the library of
Denis Duveen.
Weil, Cat.   “First edition, of the greatest rarity” (this copy); Kramer, “Das
Feuerwerkbuch: Its Importance in the Early History of Black Powder” in Gunpowder: The History of an International Technology ed. Buchanan - & Hall,
“The Corning of Gunpowder and the Development of Firearms” Ibid -;
Hall, Weapons & Warfare…Gunpowder, Technology & Tactics -; Hassenstein,
Das Feuerwerkbuch… Jahre deutsche Pulverwaﬀen passim, esp. - &
reprod.; Biringuccio, Pirotechnia tr. Johannsen ; Wightman, Science and the
Renaissance I:  & II: ; Jähns, Gesch. der Kriegswissenschaften I: - &
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; Hohenemser, Flugschriftslg. Freytag ; VD  B (Freytag ex.); Benzing,
“C. Egenolﬀ zu Straßburg” in Das Antiquariat  ()  (Freytag ex.).

? !
. Calvin, Jean. Interim Advltero-Germanvm. [Geneva, J. Bourgeois]
. vo. , []p. Bourgeois woodcut devices on title & ﬁnal verso
(Heitz -).
Contemporary vellum over soft paper boards (worn, spine gone), in a
gilt morocco backed slipcase.
$.
Second of four  printings. Hurriedly composed late the previous year, this
denounces the proposals by the Diet of Augsburg (.IV-.V.), “la réforme
adulterine”. A modest copy.
Peter & Gilmont, Bib. calviniana /.

      
. [Carneau, Étienne]. La Piece Charmante De Cabinet Descovverte.
Paris, J. Merault . to. p.
Boards.
$.
This talking wine bottle vaunts its contents to women and men and closes
with a roll call of famous poets — Carneau’s name capping the list. He published
a verse version the preceding year. Inner margins repaired.
Moreau, Mazarinades I: ,; Goldsmith P.

              
. Danreiter, Franz Anton. Vier und Zwantzig Gärten=Grund=riße neü
entworﬀen…vingt quatre Plans Des Jardins nouvellement inventeés [sic].
Augsburg, J.A. Pfeﬀel c. . Square Folio ( x  mm.).  
 - -      .
Contemporary drab gray boards (worn, spine chipped).
$.
See facing page.
Only Edition of this pattern book. Court gardener at Schloß Mirabell and
Inspector of Gardens at Salzburg for thirty years, Danreiter here proposes fantastic designs for mid-size and large parks of regular and irregular shapes and terrain. He successfully incorporates elements of formal and kitchen gardens and
demonstrates a fondness for   ,  . In
good condition (lightly soiled).
Berlin Kat. ; Gier & Janota, Augsburger Buchdruck und Verlagswesen  “[um
]”; Ganay, Bib. de l’art des jardins .
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No Dogs? No. .

  
. Du Puy, Nicolas. Prouerbia co[m]munia tam gallico q[uam] latino sermone. [Paris, ?A. Bonnemere] . vo. []p. Batârde type, metalcut initial A, four-line Lombardic initials throughout.
Full brown morocco (Capé), blind ruled panels with gilt corner ﬂeurons, gilt lettered spine title, gilt turn-ins.
$.
Gleefully read aloud and eagerly passed hand to hand, these four hundred
seventy-four French proverbs were collected and alphabetically arranged by the
Troyes pedagog and humanist Du Puy (Bonaspes), who also provided the Latin
translations. I have identiﬁed eight printings (ﬁrst c. ) from secondary evidence and the handful of survivors. Of this lot, NUC and OCLC locate one complete copy. The text should not be confused with J. de La Véprie’s Proverbia
gallicana. Nice condition, th century armorial bookplate of Cte. L. de B. (Fides
cunctis nota) on front pastedown.
Moreau III: , ( ex.); Brunet IV: ; Gratet-Duplessis, Bib. parémiologique
-,; see Baudrier XI:  & Bernstein’s Cat. des livres parémiologiques -.

           
. Du Souhait, François. Tragedie De Radegonde Dvchesse De Bourgogne.
Paris, J. Rezé . mo.  [r. ], [] leaves. Same woodcut vignette on
titles I-V.
Contemporary limp vellum (worn, soiled, lacks ties).
With:
Du Souhait, F. Beavté Et Amovr. Pastorelle. Paris, J. Rezé . mo. 
leaves.
With:
Du Souhait, F. Les Divers Sovhaits D’Amovr. Paris, J. Rezé . mo.
[vi],  leaves.
With:
Du Souhait, F. Les Nevf Mvses Francoises. Paris, J. Rezé . mo. [], 
leaves.
With:
Du Souhait, F. Le Plaidoyé Et Ivgement Des Trois Graces Françoises. Paris,
J. Rezé . mo. , [ blank] leaves.
With:
Le Desesperé Contentement D’Amovr. Paris, J. Rezé . mo. [iix], 
[r. ]p. Woodcut title vignette.
$.
Ad I-VI: First Editions of two plays, a novel and three suites of prose and
verse. They are in original condition (thumbed and soiled).
Ad I-V: Soleinne, Bib. dramatique  “Recueil bien diﬃcile à former”; Lachèvre,
Bib. des recueils coll. de poésies I:  (as Œuvres); Brunet II:  (Soleinne ex.).
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Ad I: Four-act verse stage play. Lust. False Accusation. Hollow Honor.
Revenge. Only the Duke still stands. He murdered his wife. She caused two suicides. Author’s ﬁrst book?
Cioranescu ; Arbour, L’ère baroque ; Lebègue, “Tableau de la tragédie
française de  à ” in Bib. d’human. et Ren.  () ; Dabney, “A Sixteenth Century French Play” in MLN  () - “not readily available…no
satisfactory analysis exists”.
Ad II: In this ﬁve-act verse drama Beauty comes out ahead: “d’un point de vue
psychologique…Du Souhait est l’un des écrivains qui ont contribué au développement du style galant et précieux du début du XVIIe siècle” (DBF : ).
Cioranescu ; Arbour .
Ad III-V: Du Souhait sought to      by addressing
the occasional verse and prose puﬀs in these collections to wealthy courtiers or
their wives.
Cioranescu , -; Arbour , , .
Ad VI: Based on events of -, this “est autant un roman historique qu’un
roman sentimental. Il rapport un épisode des guerres civiles qu’il prétend véritable” (Reynier). In the end the hero gets (the right) religion, the bucks and the
babe. I have located only one other copy; that oﬀered here apparently lacks the
divisional title (pp. -). Reynier suggests that printer Jacques Rezé is the
author.
Arbour * (HAB ex.); Gay I: ; Reynier, Le roman sentimentale avant l’Astrée
-; Coulet, Le roman jusqu’à la Révolution I: .

’   -
. Gerbert, Martin. Monvmenta Veteris Litvrgiae Alemannicae…Ex
Antiqvis Manuscriptis Codicibvs Collegit.    
   , Monastic Press -.  vols. to. [xxxvi], p.
& [iix], p. Three text engravings, etched headpieces by Peter Mayr.
Contemporary tree calf (rubbed & bumped), single gilt ruled frame,
       -   of all panels, spine & red morocco labels gilt.
$.
See outside rear cover.
Only Edition, printed for the author, the monastery’s prince-abbot, a practicing musician, composer, theoretician and historian. “Gerbert’s work places him
among the founders of modern historical musicology with Burney, Hawkins and
Forkel” (New Grove). The Library of Congress copy of the Gutenberg Bible hails
from the Monastery of St. Blasius.
From the massive music library (medieval mss., Haydn autograph symphonies…) of the Prince of Öttingen-Wallerstein (-). He had his own
choir, orchestra and resident composer. A nice set, bookplate of St. Bernard’s
Seminary Library (call nos. on spines), signature of J.F. Goggin on title.
Wolﬀheim II:  “Bedeutung”; RISM (BVI/) Écrits I:  ( ex. in US); New
Grove () : -; MGG Personenteil : -; Kapsner, Benedictine Bib. ;
see Deschamps, Dict. de géographie ; Pfaﬀ, “Fürstabt M. Gerbert u. d.
Musikhistoriographie im . Jahrh.” in Erbe u. Auftrag  () -.
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. Gregorii, Johann Gottfried. Neu=eröﬀneter Schauplatz…Die Erbauung und Verwüstung veiler berühmten Städte/ Schlößer/ Berg=Festungen/
Citadellen und Stamm=Häuser. Frankfurt a.M. & Leipzig, E.L. Niedt
Bookseller in Arnstadt . vo. Frontis., [xii], , []p. & [ii], , []p.
Etched frontis. with nine views of German castles by Jakob Petrus, divisional half-title.
Contemporary ivory vellum, ms. spine title, edges sprinkled red.
$.
First Edition of this guide to one hundred twenty-one German castles,
recording their history, architecture, fortiﬁcations and natural situation.
Hayn-Gotendorf IV: ; see UCBA II: -.

        ’     
. Gryphe, François. Lexicon Graecolatinum. Paris, François Gryphe
. to. [vi], , []p. Double column, woodcut Gryphe title device.
Seventeenth century calf (worn), spine compartments with gilt corner
ﬂeurons & ﬂeur de lys in center (minor loss at crown & base), gilt lettered
spine title,    -      
  (-; Olivier ,  variant), edges sprinkled red.
$.
Only Edition. Dismissing as corrupt the rash of Greek dictionaries produced
by “Germans” (i.e., at Basle), Gryphe supplements his lexicon with elementary
treatises on vocabulary, numerals, grammar, orthography, logic, rhetoric and the
calendar by Amerot, Melanchthon and others. NUC and OCLC locate the same
copy ( issue). In nice condition, scattered early annotations, early signature
on title of Le Franc, th century etched armorial bookplate of M. Philipon royal
treasurer of Burgundy.
BM STC  & Moreau V:  & Buisson  (all ).

“                           ”
. Helfenzrieder, Johann. Beyträge zur bürgerlichen Baukunst: Wie
man…ein Haus bauen. Augsburg, M. Rieger’s Sons . vo. [xliix], 
[]p. &    .
Contemporary drab blue paper over paper boards (rear board slightly
def.).
$.
Only Edition, on the construction of ﬁreproof urban residences and commercial buildings. Chapters treat vaults, plaster, various woods, bricks, columns,
stairs, heating systems, interior and façade decoration, barns, ice houses,
kitchens, stables, privies, chimneys for smoking meats….    ’     ,   , 
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Humanist chic. No. 

       . Not in NUC or OCLC. In
good condition (tiny worm punctures to a dozen inner blank margins), contemporary signature of Benno Dobler on front pastedown.
Gier & Janota, Augsburger Buchdruck und Verlagswesen ; Engelmann, Bib.
mech.-tech. ; Sommervogel-deBacker IV: ,.

         
. Homer. Homeri…Cvm Iliados, Tvm Odysseae Libri XVIII…Item…
Ranarum & Murium pugna, Aldo Ma. Ro. interprete. Item Deorum hymni
XXXII. Iodoco Velareo Verbrokano…interprete. [Antwerp], J. Grapheus
. vo. , [],  [r. ], [] leaves. Italic type, large opening initials,
Grapheus woodcut devices, three divisional titles (one with woodcut
Imperial arms).
Contemporary limp vellum with overlapping edges (worn), ms. spine
title (crown slightly torn), lacks ties.
See page .
$.
         . It contains the
ﬁrst printing of the Hymns in Belgian humanist Josse Verlareus’ translation. A
nice copy (a few outer margins lightly stained), contemporary signature on title
of Carolus Pontlieu, that of S. Tiersonnier is dated .
Hoﬀmann II: ; Nijhoﬀ-Kronenberg, Nederlandsche Bib. van  tot  I: 
( exx.); Bib. Belg. III: -.

                   ’     
. Hozjusz, Stanislaw. Cardinal. Confessio Catholicæ Fidei Christiana.
Vienna, M. Zimmermann . Folio. [xiii], CCCXLI, [ blank], [], [
blank] leaves. -     
        
  below ﬁve lines of letterpress, -   
       
        - 
  ( x  mm.).
   over paper boards (worn, some textile
missing), th/th century ms. lettered paper spine label, edges gilt &
gauﬀered with daisies, half moons & stars.
$.
See inside rear cover.
Counter-Reformation bulwark. In late  Michael von Kuenburg Abp. of
Salzburg (-) and Anton Brus von Müglitz Bp. of Vienna petitioned
Hozjusz, then papal nuncio to the imperial court at Vienna, to revise and enlarge
his Confessio and to oversee its printing. Ready early the following year,  
   with three slightly diﬀering editions exhausted in rapid
succession. This copy belongs to the ﬁrst of these printings. In all it had more
than thirty editions in a half dozen languages.
The author, or the printer, or both had the present example luxuriously
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bound, the armorial leaf inserted and all ninety woodcuts brilliantly illuminated
in gold and colors to honor the edition’s patron. In excellent condition (ﬁrst and
ﬁnal few blank margins slightly wormed).
VD  H; Malicki, Cat. lib. saec. XVI qui in Bib. Iagell. Cracov. asservantur H-;
Wierzbowski, Bib. polonica ; Hoskins, Early & Rare Polonica ; Estreicher, Bib.
polska : -; see Denis’ Wiens Buchdruckergesch. -, & Mayer’s Wiens
Buchdrucker-Gesch. I: , (the other two - Zimmermann edd.).

’ 
. Jägerschmid, Carl Friedrich Victor. Abhandlung über die verbesserte
Bereitungsart der weissen Stärke und des Puders. Mannheim, Schwan &
Götz . vo. , []p. &    (J.G. Klinger, ).
Contemporary black pastepaper over boards, ﬂat spine, edges sprinkled red.
$.
Only Edition of this handbook on size — for paper, fabrics, bookbinding and
cosmetics with a seventy-entry annotated bibliography. This describes and illustrates the equipment and physical plant necessary for manufacturing size, taking
us step-by-step         
    . Expense and revenue projections conclude
the book after      . Not in NUC or OCLC.
In good condition, contemporary signature of Godefuln on title.
Engelmann, Bib. mech.-tech. .

- 
. Lauch, Johann Friedrich. Neu Inventirte Schnup Toback Dosen vor
Allerhand Künstler. [Nürnberg], J.C. Weigel c. . Oblong vo ( x
 mm.).          (numbered [] -; pl. mk. / x / mm.).
Plates loose.
See page .
$.
Twenty-four snuﬀ box designs for goldsmiths, jewelers, enamelers, etc. Lauch
humors wealthy lovers (heart-shaped), drinkers (Bacchus), bons vivants (dancing peasants), married couples (facing portraits), the fashion conscious — and
druggies generally. The Weigel series number, , appears in the lower left corner
of the title. Soiled, light stain to one corner.
Guilmard, Les maîtres ornamentistes , (“vers ”); Thieme-Becker : ;
the Arents Catalogue has only two illustrated th century snuﬀ related items (IV:
 reprod & X: ).

               
. Lauro, Pietro. De Le Lettere Il Primo Libro. Venice, [M. Tramezzino]
. vo. [xvi], p. Historiated woodcut initials, a Tramezzino title
device.
Tel -- • Fax -- • mckrare@voicenet.com


This pattern book caters to the nose. No. .

       
   , panels alike with outer & inner blind frames
& gilt corner ﬂeurons, central rectangle with gilt ﬂoral roll enclosing
curvilinear rules, daisies & ﬂeurons,      
 .₍₎. ₍₎. (rear blason blank, front cover
detached), eight blind tooled spine compartments separated by narrow
gilt roll, edges gilt & gauﬀered, evidence of eight ties, in a morocco backed
folding box.
See outside rear cover.
$.
Only Edition. The humanist and translator considers, i.a., , ,  , scholars’ luck, married life, agriculture, jealousy, commerce,
 & the insane. A translator by trade, Lauro urges expanding
accepted Latin vocabulary and wonders      
 and if an old husband is better than a young one. In addition to some
dozen women and a surprising number of Germans, the recipients include Dante
commentator Velutello, educator Fausto da Longiano,  ,
    .  (father of book collector Petey
D.). A complementary volume appeared seven years later. In good condition.
BM STC ; de Marinis, La legatura artistica in Italia  (this copy).

. Lehman, Abraham. [Greek title] De Sophistica…Respondente
Christoph Zölner. Wittenberg, A. Boreck . to. xvip. Sewn.
$.
The ﬁrst old book I ever bought.

        
. L’Héritier, Alexandre-Joseph.
La Messe Pascale Poème…Avec…Des
ﬁgures, Des ornemens, Des inscriptions…un monument dédicatoire à
Dieu. Paris, The Author . vo
( x  mm.). [ii blank], [v], ,
, [p.  blank], [ blank], [], [
blank]p. Etched throughout, 
 -      
.
Vellum liturgical leaf with music
rubricated in red & blue over
boards.
$.
The most idiosyncratic engraved
book I have had.   
   ,
Léger and Thurber (to me at least). This
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guy was deﬁnitely on his own: it is his only work. Assay Master at the royal mint,
he appears to have worked with scraps of copper, as nearly all the plate dimensions diﬀer. The text on versos, the Ordinary of the Mass and the Proper for
Easter, is in Latin. A French metrical paraphrase faces on rectos. Both give ample
scope to his iconography. Some dozen plates have Greek (John I: -). The heavily cut down Rosenwald copy ( x  mm.) does not contain the ﬁnal leaf with
the .IV. privilege but does have a frontispiece portrait of Louis XV on
paper diﬀerent from that of the edition. In ﬁne condition (tiny puncture hole in
extreme outer margin), Donaueschingen stamp on title.
Cioranescu ; Quérard : ; not in Cohen-deRicci or Brunet.

 ?
. Libelli Sev Decreta A Clodoveo, Et Childeberto, & Clothario…Sententiæ de septem septenis. Lex Salica…. [Paris, Charlotte Guillard] ?. Six
parts in one vol. mo ( mm.). , , [ blank], , , , p. Five
divisional titles in Roman majuscules, woodcut initials.
th century mottled sheep (neatly rebacked preserving original
spine), ﬂat spine & label gilt, red edges.
$.
First Editions of the Lex Burgundionum, Lex Ripuariorum, Lex Salica and
Lex Saxonum. This is the ﬁrst complete printing of the Lex Alamannorum and of
the Lex Baiuariorum, as Sichard had published only about half of each. The
political considerations that brought editor J. Du Tillet to issue this without his
name, place, printer or date remain a puzzle. A nice copy, th century ms. title
inscription of the Parisian Jesuits.
Rep. font. med. aevii I: ; Potthast -; see Beech, “C. Guillard…Business
Woman” in Ren. Quart. () () -.

                
. Manuale Baptisterium secundum morem Romane Ecclesie…cum…
vulgari admonitione. Venice, G. Varisco & Partners . to. , [] leaves.
Gothic type,         , 
     , large Varisco device on ﬁnal
recto, title in red & black with woodcut of the Holy Sepulcher above & a
small Varisco device below.
Contemporary limp vellum, four alum-tawed ties, ms. title on front
panel.
$.
This beautiful illustrated liturgical book gives parish priests a suite of oft used
texts, i.a., for churching women, blessing husband and wife, performing exorcisms, administering last rites and incanting the oﬃce of the dead (with its
music). Neapolitan cleric G.A. Aielliano prepared the volume for publication and
     . I have identiﬁed four printings in
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a total of two copies (EDIT  CNCE  one ex., Rava  neither now
located). In original condition.
EDIT  CNCE  (Bib. Apost. Vat.).

“                         ” —    
. Marolles, Michel de. Catalogve De Livres D’Estampes Et De Figvres En
Taille Dovce. Paris, F. Léonard . Half sheet vo.  [r. ], []p.
Artist index double column.
th century glazed tan calf over thick paper boards (lightly rubbed),
gilt triple rule border, gilt daisies in spine compartments, gilt lettered red
morocco label, board edges gilt, all edges gilt.
$.
Only Edition, “le premier catalogue de ce genre que nous possédions…la
richesse de son cabinet était fabuleuse” (Lugt). In , he began to assemble “the
ﬁrst print collection on the grand scale…. Marolles…was among the ﬁrst of the
private collectors in history to sacriﬁce his life and fortune to his passion. He may
truly be called the ‘Father of Print Collecting’…by the very scope of his activity,
and his interest          
 ,        - 
           ”
(Taylor).
Illuminating market conditions and the methods and tastes of fellow collectors, his preliminary and concluding essays also document the relative weighting
of physical condition, rarity, provenance, the designer, the cutter and the beauty
of the image in acquisitions decisions.
Compiled to market his , engravings, etchings and drawings bound in
 folio volumes, this diminutive catalog snared Colbert, who bought the collection en bloc to found the Cabinet d’Estampes du Roi. In good condition (slightly
browned), trimmed signature on title of Hedeli[n], possibly Marolles’ close
friend the novelist, poet and playwright François Hédelin abbé d’Aubignac.
Cioranescu ; Lugt, Marques  “livret…rare”; Schnapper, Curieux du
grand siècle II: - “Le plus célèbre curieux d’estampes du siècle”; Bonnaﬀé,
Dict. des amateurs français - “le plus grand collecteur d’estampes…de son
temps”; Brunet III:  & Suppl. I:  “Cette précieuse collection”; Balsiger, The
Kunst- und Wunderkammern: A Cat. Raisonné -; Taylor, The Taste of Angels:
A History of Art Collecting .

    
. Mazzocchi, Alessio Simmaco. In Mvtilvm Campani Amphitheatri…
Commentarivs. Naples, F. Musca . to. [x], , []p. &  
  by Filippo de Grado after Santolo Cirillo & 
        
 , facsimile inscriptions in text.
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Contemporary sprinkled calf (one corner repaired), spine & red
morocco label gilt, edges sprinkled brown.
$.
First Edition:       ’ 
 (second in size only to Rome’s Colosseum). This describes, i.a.,
its remarkable theatrical machinery for raising wild beasts and gladiators up
through the stadium ﬂoor trapdoors. Mazzocchi’s two folding plates show the
present ruins and propose a reconstruction. Bound after are two additional
unsigned engravings of the arena and its architectural detail, both annotated in
ms. by an early owner. In good condition.
Cicognara  “eruditissime”; UCBA II: ; Borroni, Il Cicognara .

,   
. Meijer, Cornelis. [Proposals for the Regulation of the River Tiber.
Printed text begins:] Alla Santità Di N.S. Papa Innocentio XI…Il Teuere.
[Rome, L. Varese May ]. Folio ( x  mm.). [ii blank], [] leaves.
Printed on rectos only,  -   
     (/ x / mm.).
Contemporary vellum over soft paper boards (worn, fragile, spine perished, vellum loss to lower rear corner), panels alike, gilt double-rule
outer & inner rectangles, gilt ﬂeur de lys at inner corners, contemporary
ms. title on front panel, all edges gilt.
With:
Meijer, C. [Etched title:] Le Palvdi Pontine Delineate…Da Gio. Bat. Falda
. [Printed text begins:] Alla Santità Di…Innocentio XI…. Perche
rasciutte. Rome, B. Lupardi . Single sheet ( x  mm.), 
    ,     
 to the Gulph of Terracina by Falda ( x  mm.) above 
lines of double-column letterpress.
With:
Meijer, C. [Etched title:] Delineatione Del Stagno Di Macarese…. [Printed
text begins:] Delineatione Del Stango Maccarese. Rome, B. Lupardi .
Single sheet ( x  mm.),     
         by Falda after Meijer dated
 ( x  mm.) above  long lines of letterpress.
$.
See facing page.
Ad I-III: Self-published and dedicated to his patron Pope Innocent XI, these
seek support for Meijer’s schemes to tame the Tiber (I), drain the Pontine
marshes (II) and construct a canal from Rome directly to the sea (III). In the
main work he describes pile and fascine construction, dredgers, river-training
and bank construction. The plates take us from a bird’s eye view of the most
threatened bend (roughly the Ponte Milvio) through seven stages of remediation
to an especially ﬁne prospect south to Castel St. Angelo — the “passonata” in
place. The next etching illustrates the necessary machinery and the ﬁnal one the
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Rome river reformed. No. .

raising of a sunken ship at the harbor of Civitavecchia, a merchantman engulfed
in ﬂames across the water. The marsh project (II), laid out in Falda’s superb map,
met considerable resistance from locals, who eﬀectively scuttled the proposed
canal (III). Meijer supplied the designs to, and probably visited the sites with
Falda, whose his ﬁnal etchings these may be (d. .IIX.). In original condition, canceled three line ms. ownership inscription of Paul Scheﬂer dated
.XI. on front ﬂyleaf & his signature on front pastedown.
Rossetti, Rome A Bib. III: ,; Hoogewerﬀ, “C.J. Meijer, Amsterdamsch Ingenieur in Italië” in Oud Holland  () - (esp. -,  & Afb. ); see
UCBA II:  & Rouse’s Historic Writings on Hydraulics  & Singer’s Hist. of
Tech. III: - & ﬁg. .

 ’ 
. Ogier le Danois. Danese Vgieri…con la morte del Gigante Mariotto.
Venice, Heirs of G. Paduano . to. [] leaves. Double column, 
    (a few signed c), a Paduano device
on ﬁnal recto,        - .
Early th century vellum over soft boards, ms. spine title. $.
A ﬁne copy — the second recorded. This chivalric romance tells of Ugieri
(Oggieri or Ogier), one of Charlemagne’s Twelve Peers and the head of his vanguard (Roland commanded the rear; see no.  below). Chuck’s refusal to mete
out justice to his own son for the murder of Ugieri’s sends our hero into exile
then revolt. The two men reconcile to save the Empire from invaders. Ogier the
Dane ﬂourished in eleven languages. The present version, crafted about , “est
le seul texte en ottava rime qui ait Uggeri pour personnage principal” (Togeby).
Of the ten pre- Italian editions only one appears in NUC or OCLC and none
in Adams, Dyson Perrins or Olschki’s Choix. In excellent condition, some lower
margins uncut.
Togeby, Ogier le danois dans les litt. européennes § (an impressive work, & see
§); Essling  (Trivulziana ex.); EDIT  CNCE  (Trivulziana ex.).

“                        ” —    
. Peletier, Jacques. Dialogue De l’Ortografe e Prononciation Françoese.
Poitiers, J. & E. de Marnef . vo. [xvi], p. Italic type  
    ’ .
Stabbed in late th century vellum backed rose boards (soiled, worn),
ms. spine title on paper label.
$.
First Edition. This phonetically based spelling system propelled French
towards becoming a truly international language (Padley). The interlocutors are
Protestant Théodore de Bèze, historian Denis Sauvage, translator Jan Martin and
the author. He advocates, i.a., a host of speciﬁc spelling reforms (lh for aill, k for
qu, ditching all double consonants…) and proposes special characters to represent prolation, three diﬀerent values of “e” and nasals. A modest copy, early signa-
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ture on title of Jo. Rouyij and slightly later one of Carpentier (C), stamps of
municipal library of St. Quentin.
Cioranesco ; Rép. bib. des livres impr. en France au XVIe V: ,; Stengel,
Chron. Verzeichnis franz. Grammatiken n.; Padley, Grammatical Theory in Western Europe II:  & ; Catach, L’orthographe française à l’époque de la Renaissance passim & -; Jugé, J. Peletier du Mans I(): -; DLLF III: - “un
exemple parfait d’homme de la Renaissance”.

                     
. Petrus de Harentals. Psalterii expositio ex multis variisq[ue] doctoru[m] sententiis. Rouen, L. Hostingue & J. Loys for J. Petit in Paris & R.
Macé in Caen . to. [] leaves. Two series of large historiated whiteline woodcut initials, device of Robert Macé on ﬁnal verso in -
   , ,    ,
ﬂoriated white-line initials  (Robert Macé Libraire) below device,
           
  on three sides.
         , panels alike with four impressions on sides & two at top &
bottom of a wyvern & ?dragon in foliage (Oldham ()), blind diapered
central rectangle with interstices ﬁlled with lattice & half-lattice tools
(Oldham ()-()) braced by foliage tools (worn & damaged, professionally unlaced from text — see below), wide vellum ms. sewing guards at
front and back of book block.
See outside rear cover.
$.
This th century commentary on the Psalms parcels out the full Biblical text
a few words at a time. These Harentals elaborates ﬁrst with his own observations
and then with those of Hugh of St. Victor, Nicolaus de Lyra and four Church
Fathers. On  Jan.  Petrus Columba dedicated this edition to his fellow Rouen
Benedictines.
The Lattice Binder ﬂourished -/. Then Garrett Godfrey took over
the individual tools (not the rolls). The inside of each cover retains its original
leather stiﬀener, a ﬁtted rectangle of ?pigskin held in place by the calf turn-ins.
The exposed side of the stiﬀeners have legible text oﬀset from the manuscript
that made up the now separated pressed paper boards.
The nineteen-leaf paper manuscript removed from the binding preserves part
of a commentary on the ﬁrst two books of Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics, written
in a mid- to late th century English hand. One leaf bears the name Robert Law
Cler[icus] and the address Wellingborough, Northhants. The paper endleaves
sewn with the book block comprise two pages of a Bible (Genesis ). They too are
in a th century English hand. Thomas Gybbe signed one of these (?the Cambridge BA of /, see Venn, Alum. cant. II: ); late th century initials P.H.
on title and ﬁnal verso on which is also inscribed per me J. Johan. In good condition (outer margin of the ﬁrst quire slightly stained).
Aquilon, Bib. normande…au e I: ,; Jubert, Rép.…des livres du XVIe siècle
conserves à…Rouen ; Moreau I: ,; Oldham, Shrewsbury School Library
Bindings -, n. xx & pl. XLV.
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. Pius II, Pope. Cosmographia. Asia…Historiam rerum ubiq[ue] gestarum cu[m] locorum descriptione complectitur. Europa…nostrorum temporum uarias continens historias. Bohemice Historiae Libri V. Venice, B.
dei Vitali [I & III] & O. de Luna [II] --. Three vols. in one. to.
[]p. & LXXXIIII [r. ], [ blank] leaves & [ii], []p. Three title-pages
(three colophons), historiated woodcut initials.
      
, morocco panels alike with four blind ruled compartments with
knotwork tool & small circles at center & solid leaves in corners, ﬁve brass
nails tack down the front edge of the leather onto each wooden board
(worn, some loss); the wooden boards have an upper, outer & lower border of two narrow parallel incised lines,       .   , four spine compartments diapered
with circle tool in interstices (skillful repairs at crown & base), recessed
into the boards are remnants of eight blind ruled morocco clasps &
catches, each secured by three star-head brass nails, old green edges.
See outside rear cover.
$.
       from the lands just east of Italy
to China and India. It treats topography, trade, political administration, ethnography, architecture, natural history and regional delicacies (snakes, wine, women,
sex, etc.). “Between  and  Columbus did some heavy combing through
ancient and medieval authorities on geography…. Four of these books Columbus owned…. Two in particular, the Imago Mundi and the Historia Rerum, show
by their multitude of postils or marginal notes…that Columbus…read them
over and over again…there was plenty…Columbus could use. The great latitude
of eastern Asia for instance…a statement that the people of China are very mild
and peaceable…was responsible in part for his curious expectation that the
natives of Asia would make no trouble for a conqueror…. Three postils dated
 and ‘in hoc anno ’’ prove that Columbus at least began reading the Historia Rerum well before ” (Morison). “He had it with him on his fourth voyage,
for he quoted from it in his letter dated July th, ” (Weil).
Following this is the   (ﬁrst )  ’      : “he himself had seen more of the
world than almost any other European of his age, the work succeeded very well
in…furthering…the paciﬁcation and strengthening of the Papal State and the
uniﬁcation and defense of Christendom…. This practical aim is still more evident in his…Historia Bohemica” (Cochrane). Here in its third printing, Bohemica
recounts Czech history from earliest times to . Poggio’s letter to Leonardo
Bruni on the Hussite Revolution concludes the book.
Vitali owned — either as silent partner or by purchase — the entire edition of
Otino da Luna’s Europa, completed on .I. but not distributed until two
years later, when Vitali sandwiched da Luna’s sheets between his own Asia and
Bohemica to create the present tripartite “edition”. Apparently Vitali sold his own
contributions separately, but not da Luna’s. In good condition (minor worming
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Written for the Medici, popular reading in France. No. .

to some dozen leaves, ﬁnal blank margin strengthened), some lower and outer
margins uncut.
See Biblioteca colombina I: -; EDIT  CNCE  (v. as here,  ex.) & 
(Asia alone,  ex.) &  (Bohemica alone,  exx.); Adams P (Bohemica
alone); Morison, Admiral of the Ocean Sea I: -, ,; Lach, Asia in the Making of Europe I(): -,  & II():  “His geographical theories…inﬂuenced
Columbus”; Apponyi, Hungarica I:  “Der gemeinsame Titel ﬁndet sich nur in
wenigen Exemplaren”; Cochrane, Historians and Historiography in the Italian
Renaissance -; Weil, Cat.  ; Wightman, Science & the Renaissance I: .

                 
—            
. Pulci, Luigi. Sensuyt lhistoire de Morgant le geant…le co[m]te Roland.
Paris, D. Janot & A. Lotrian c. . to. [iix], []p. Bâtarde type (), 
long lines per page, historiated & ﬂoriated white-line metalcut initials
from several series,  -    , 
       .
     over paper boards
(worn, some loss), panels alike with rule frames around a portrait & acanthus leaf roll (Gid pl.  TMf, Parisian ateliers), central rectangle open,
evidence of four deerskin ties, in a calf backed folding box.
$.
See page  and outside rear cover.
First French Version — an anonymous prose translation and adaptation of
the celebrated satiric chivalrous romance, composed on the theme of Roland
between  and  at the request of the devout Lucrezia Tornabuoni, Lorenzo
de’Medici’s mother. She wished it be read aloud as family dinner table entertainment. “If the poem did not turn out as Lucrezia had originally envisioned, that
was hardly…the fault of…this eccentric, sarcastic, popularizing poet” (Lébano),
whose heroes’ adventures hold an unﬂattering mirror up to Christian dogma and
many social mores (see no.  above). König considers Pulci’s giant Morgante and
half-giant Margutte “die erste Schelmengestalt der italienischen RenaissanceEpik”.    , ,  
 among others. Of the two earlier French language printings unica have
survived (Paris  — Revoil ex. sold ; Paris  — Madrid BN). I have not
identiﬁed any scholarly study of this French rendering.
In a mix of German, French, Italian and Latin, a contemporary German
owner has covered the pastedowns, ﬁnal verso and rear ﬂyleaf with receipts for
candles, paper making, cutting glass, counterfeiting handwriting, peeling fruit….
A ﬁne unrestored copy in a localized contemporary binding.
Moreau IV: ; see Brunet IV: ; Pulci, Morgante tr. J. Tusiani intro. E. Lèbano
xiv; König, “Margutte-Cingar-Lázaro-Guzmán. Zur Genealogie d. pícaro u. d.
novela picaresca” in Romant. Jb.  () ; Palma, “Of Courtesans, Knights,
Cooks and Writers: Food in the Renaissance” in MLN  () -.
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“       
             ” —         
. Ricius, Paulus. de sexcentum [et] tredecim mosaice sanctionis edictis
[etc.]. Pavia, J. de Burgofranco .IX-.X.. Four parts in one vol. to.
[vi], , [ blank] & [iix],  &  & , [ blank] leaves. Three sizes of
Gothic type, shoulder notes, two series of ﬂoriated white-line woodcut
initials, Ricci’s Sal federis block ( x  mm.), a Burgofranco device at the
end of each of the ﬁrst three parts, main & ﬁrst divisional title in red &
black, main title with a woodcut of John the Baptist.
Contemporary Italian blind tooled calf (worn, repaired & restored),
panels alike, triple rule rectangles enclosing a foliage roll, knotwork tool &
the ?instruments of the Passion, long-stitching preserved at top of spine,
plain edges.
$.

 : “ ,    ,
          ,
 ” (Beitchman). The four parts concern the six hundred thirteen
commandments of Mosaic law, deﬁne and contrast Jewish and Christian faith,
show the cabbala supports the truth of Christian doctrine and present a comprehensive philosophy harmonizing the metaphysical and physical spheres. The
author simultaneously embraces literal (Peshat), mystical/allegorical (Midrash),
tropological (Sechel) and analogical (Cabala) interpretations of the Bible. Blau
considered it a “far more competent work in the cabala” than Pico’s. A converted
Jew and supporter of Reuchlin, Ricci served as personal physician to Maximilian
I and then to Ferdinand I. He corresponded with Erasmus and knew Dürer and
Pirckheimer. Ricci’s writings were admired later by de la Boderie and Kircher.
Not in NUC, BM STC or Adams. A very good copy with the parts bound I, III, IV,
II (a dozen leaves touched by worming, three blank lower margins and a dozen
corners restored), scattered contemporary ms. annotations.
Sander ; Kristeller, Lombard. Graphik ; Caillet  “rare”; Enc. Judaica :
- “one of the architects of the Christian Kabbalah”; Beitchman, Alchemy of
the Word  & passim; Schmidt-Biggemann, “Christian Kabbalah” in The Language of Adam Die Sprache Adams ed. Coudert - & -; Blau, The Christian Interpretation of the Kabbala in the Renaissance -; Steinschneider, Cat.
libb. hebr. .; Fürst, Bib. judaica III: ; EDIT  CNCE .
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. Schwizen, Friedrich.
Digressiones Physico-Experimentales.
[Salzburg], With J. Mayr’s Types . vo. [xii], , [], [ blank]p. &
   .
Original gold printed stiﬀ Brokatpapier decorated with peacocks &
ﬂoral ornaments, red edges.
$.
Only Edition of this overview of mid-th century scientiﬁc knowledge.
Chapters treat , , ,  , ,
, , , , ,  ,
  . This is a curious imprint, as Mayr died in 
and his widow in  without heirs in the trade. A good copy (a few corners
bumped), contemporary ms. title inscription Ex Bibl. ad St. Lambertum, later
stamps of Encyclopédie Bénédictine.
Poggendorﬀ II: .

  ,      
. Seidel, Johann Friedrich. Aufmuntrungen an die Jugend zur…ihrer
ersten Pﬂichten. Berlin, A. Mylius . vo. [ii], p.
Contemporary gold paper over boards (rubbed), green paper label
with narrow gilt geometric roll border on front cover, gilt stamped initials
F.V.C.d.L.W. & date  in center, edges sprinkled red.
$.
This juvenile builds good citizens through positive thinking and high expectations in relations with teachers, parents and family. Exceptionally,  
     ’ . Not in NUC. In excellent
condition, armorial bookplate and printed bookticket of the Fürstlich Löwenstein-Wertheim-Freudenberg’sche Bibliothek.
Goedeke VII: ,, (his ﬁrst commercial book).

                     
. Simeo Sethus. [Greek title: Syntagma peri trophon dynameon…] de
cibariorum facultate, L.G. Gyraldo interprete. Basel, M. Isingrin [with J.
Bebel] . vo. , []p. Greek & Roman type (sequential text), a Bebel
woodcut title device.
Contemporary blind stamped pigskin over beveled wooden boards,
panels alike with an outer foliage & fruit roll, central panels with four vertical repetitions of a narrow foliage roll, chased clasps, catches lacking
cross bars.
See outside rear cover.
$.
            
       —  
. Alphabetic by Greek name, the entries tell how to enjoy all sorts of
beverages, meat, ﬁsh, seafood, spices, herbs, vegetables, fruits, nuts and many
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Fish pies, head cheese, marzipan, muscatel…. No. .

exotica from the Orient — with the health eﬀect of each duly noted. “Le chapitre
consacré au vin est l’un des plus originaux et l’auteur donne d’excellents conseils
sur le régime alimentaire à suivre par…les pituitards ou soiﬀards” (Simon).
    ’      
. Italian humanist Lelio Gregorio Giraldi supplied the Latin translation.
This copy belonged to author Johann Schenck von Grafenberg (-), student of Fuchs, City Doctor at Freiburg i.B. and “einer der angesehensten Aerzte
seiner Zeit” (Hirsch). His mottoed armorial woodcut bookplate ( x  mm.)
nearly covers the rear pastedown, signature of Henricus Blumberg M.D. of
Southport dated  on front ﬂyleaf. In good condition.
Vicaire -; Simon, Bib. bacchica II: ; B.IN.G. ; Zischka, Index lexicorum ; Durling ; Krumbacher, Gesch. d. byzantin. Lit.  & , (“Paris”);
Warnecke, Die deut. Bücherzeichen  (incorrectly as J.T. Schenck).

                   
. Sincerus, Alexius. Der Curiose…Wohlbestehender Becker.…und wie
auf sonderbare Weise das Fleisch…[und] Würste…zu machen…Wie auch
endlicher Wein und andere Geträncke…zu erhalten. Nürnberg, J. Albrecht
. vo. Folding frontis., folding title in red & black, [iix], , , [
blank]p.      ,  ,     .
Contemporary vellum over boards (front hinge neatly repaired).
See page .
$.
Only Edition: for the chef. The ﬁrst half treats diﬀerent ﬂours and ingredients
for yeast and sourdough loaves, regional and seasonal breads, cakes, cookies, pastry, preserves, candy and confectionery. The second half has recipes for meats
(smoking, salting, drying, cooking…), sausages and beverages — from wine to
schnapps and Aquavit to fruit drinks. The whole is thoroughly indexed. I have
traced two complete copies at auction in Germany since . In ﬁne condition.
Weiss, Gastronomia ; not in Vicaire, Bitting, Cagle or Horn-Arndt.

           -   
                 
. Stobæus, Joannes. Loci Commvnes…Sententiarvm…à Conrado Gesnero…Latinitate donati. Frankfurt a.M., A. Wechel for R. Cambier .
Folio. [xx], , []p. Double column Greek & Latin parallel text.
Seventeenth-century gilt calf, panels alike with single ﬂoral outer roll
around a ﬁeld of ﬂeurs de lys,   -  
    in center & his crowned cipher in the corners
(Olivier ,  & ; board edges repaired with gilt brown cloth), spine gilt
with ﬂeurs de lys & crowned cipher & title, all edges gilt.
$.
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Stobæus’ anthology topically organizes excerpts from poets and prosodists on
everything from metaphysics to household economy. It long functioned as a
book of proverbs. This is Conrad Gesner’s recension. “Le comte de Richelieu
[-] avait formé une collection composée d’ouvrages classiques en éditions
rares qu’il faisait relier par Du Seuil” (Olivier). Title torn with early repair (loss of
ﬁve words and part of device), signature of Paschalis Gallus of Geneva on title,
th century signature on front ﬂyleaf of Joseph Francelles and Francelles
repeated on title repair.
Hoﬀmann III: ; VD  J; Moll, Sprichwörter-bib.  (“” in error).

                   
. Terence. Sechs Comoedien…in…Teutsche Rheymen durch M. Johannem
Episcopium…verfasset. Frankfurt a.M., C. Egenolﬀ’s Heirs . vo. [xii],
 [r. ], [] leaves.   -  (one touched with
contemporary color), typographic arabesques, title in red & black.
Contemporary blind tooled pigskin (worn), panels alike with a roll
frame of foliage sprays & portraits, initials  above & date  below
front panel stamp with four scenes (Creation, Adam & Eve, Fleeing the
Garden, Death), rear panel stamp with two scenes (life of Christ), one
turned brass clasp & two brass catches.
$.
   ’     
     (ﬁrst ). The translator was a poet and
playwright. NUC gives one location. In good condition (scattered wax spots, a
few leaves lightly browned, blank upper portion of ﬁnal leaf supplied).
Schweiger II: ; VD  T; Goedeke II: -, ( ed. a ghost); Richter, “C.
Egenolﬀs Erben” in Arch. f. Gesch. d. Buchwesens VII () ,.

. Trier. Libri Oﬃcialis Sive Agendæ S. Ecclesiae Treverensis Pars Prior.
Trier, J. Rotäus . Folio. [xxiix], p. (pp. - folding). Three sizes of
Roman type (, , ) & two of Gothic (, ?; Greek in prelims.),
     , full-page woodcut arms of the
Prince Elector on title verso with a smaller version on ﬁnal verso, 
          ( x 
mm.), several series of historiated & ﬂoriated   
  .
?th century black morocco (worn), panels with blind triple rule
frames, edges sprinkled red.
See page .
$.
         
    : to all appearances a privately printed book. Spital
carefully charts its inﬂuence and regularly singles out its textual and organizational innovations. It provides the full ecclesiastical calendar, the texts for baptisms, excommunication, interdiction, confession, extreme unction (including
for plague victims), marriage, newborn blessings…. The most commonly con-
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Codependency. No. .

sulted texts and      . Commissioned by the
Archbishop and Prince Elector, Jakob von Eltz (-),     
     . The complementary volume appeared two
years later. One copy in NUC, OCLC and RLIN. On thick paper, in good condition (minor light stains to a dozen scattered leaves), th/th century local ownership inscription on front ﬂyleaf ad usum Congregationis B.M.V. Treverensis.
VD  A; Spital, Der Taufritus in d. deut. Ritualien passim & (,); Molin &
Aussedat-Minvielle, Rép. des rituels ; Gozzi, Le fonti liturgiche…Feininger ;
Benzing, Buchdrucker ,; BM STC .

 — “    
 ,   ’  -”
. Veneroni, Jean Vigneron, called sieur de. Scielta Di Favole, Italiane, è
Francesi. Paris, Widow Marbre-Cramoisy [=Françoise Loir] . mo.
[ii blank], frontis., , []p. Double column parallel text, -
-      (/ x / mm.), etched title
by Vianen.
Contemporary speckled calf (worn, chipped), spine & title gilt, edges
sprinkled red & brown.
$.
First Edition of these bilingual fables by the lexicographer and Italian teacher.
It had three diﬀerent title-pages: two in Italian (one Sciette [sic]) and one in
French. Of these only one appears in NUC or OCLC ( ex.). In good condition,
?th century signature on title John Shenart.
Cioranescu ; Fabula docet no.  (French title); Riemens, Esquisse hist. de
l’enseignement du français en Hollande  (French title).

                    
. Venice. Capitoli…dell’Hospitale Di Santo Lazaro…Per il gouerno di
esso Hospitale. Venice, Evangelista Deuchino . Folio. , []p. Text in
ﬂeuron borders, historiated woodcut headpieces & large initials, title
woodcut of St. Lazarus ﬂanked by shepherds ( x  mm.) in four-block
scrollwork border.
Contemporary vellum over soft paper boards (worn), ms. spine title.
$.
First Edition. These statutes govern the newly opened poor hospital in Venice.
The sixteen articles set out the institution’s structure, administration and ﬁnancing — from its highest oﬃces to the daily care of lepers, incurables and the indigent.     , , , ,
, ,  , housekeeping, clothing and
religious education. A male had charge of all food and wine purchases. Not in
NUC or OCLC. In ﬁne condition, late th century lithographed armorial bookplate of Gustav Tassoni on front pastedown.
Cicogna, Saggio di bib. venez. ; BL C Italian STC  (“to”).
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. Voch, Lucas. Einleitung zu der Architectura Hydraulica…von Brunnenkünsten…Stiefel= oder Kolben=Rohren, Wasserleitungen…Wasser=
Maschine. Augsburg, E.T. Lotter for the Author . Folio. [iv], p. & 
       .
Light brown pastepaper boards (bumped), edges sprinkled blue.
$.
Only Edition of this technical manual for landscape architects, landowners,
grounds keepers and machinists engineering cascades, fountains, basins, etc.
NUC gives one location (Iowa). Scattered light foxing.
Rouse, Historic Writings on Hydraulics ; Poggendorﬀ II: ; UCBA II: ;
Berlin Kat. ; Gier & Janota, Augsburger Buchdruck und Verlagswesen .

     ’       ?
. Weber, Joseph. Vollständige Lehre von den Gesetzen der Elektricität.
[Munich, J. Zangl for] A. Weber at Landshut . vo. [xxxii], p. &
    by Fr. Heissig.
Contemporary blue boards, ms. lettered paper spine labels. $.
Only Edition of some hundred experiments with an electrical machine of the
author’s invention. Weber treats the generation, storage and release of charges in
the laboratory and in nature (ﬁsh, lightning…) and a variety of electrical medical
therapies. He closes with biographies of leading researchers, including 
. The two folding plates show, among other engaging details,  
   . Prepared for his students, this was also the sixth monograph in
Weber’s Vorlesungen der Naturlehre. In good condition, two faded stamps.
Poggendorﬀ II: ; not in Wheeler or Mottelay.

. Wilcke, Johan Carl. Tal, Om Methoden Uti Naturkunnigheten. Stockholm, L. Salvius . vo. [ii], , [ blank]p.
Paper spine reinforcement as issued, uncut & unopened.
And:
Wilcke, J.C. Tal, Om Naturkunnighetens Nytta. Stockholm, L. Salvius
. vo. , [ blank]p.
Paper spine reinforcement as issued, uncut & unopened.
$.
Ad I: One of the physicist and applied scientist’s early works, written during
his researches on Franklinian electricity. Slightly foxed.
Ad II: Cuts a wide swath across astronomy, electrical attraction and repulsion,
microscopy, Egyptian pyramids, physics, metallurgy, mechanics, scientiﬁc instruments, chemical laboratories….
See DSB : - & Poggendorﬀ II: -.
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Commercial success from ecclesiastical initiative. No. .

Salade composée. Noon around, nos. , , , ,  and .

